
Abstract

The purpose of my thesis is to analyse private law limitations of freedom of 

expression in media with respect to case-law. The study focuses on the limitations of 

freedom of expression in relation to natural persons. Since the aim of the study is to 

compare the Czech and German legal regulation, particular emphasis is put on the 

comparative method. I tried to evaluate legal regulations in both countries, to what 

extent they overlap, what they have in common and what they differ in, or alternatively

to what degree they can inspire each other.

Besides introduction and conclusion, the study consists of four chapters. The 

first chapter is subdivided into two parts. Part one describes media, their basic definition 

and characteristics, as well as their role and function in the jurisprudence. Part two deals 

with the definition, constitutional protection and classification of the „communication“ 

fundamental rights and freedoms – freedom of expression, right to information and 

freedom of the press (media).

Chapter two focuses on the protection of personal rights in the media context. 

Part one examines their importance and constitutional protection, part two describes 

specific individual personal rights, and part three illustrates the postmortal protection of 

personal rights.

Chapter three presents the criteria that should be taken into consideration when 

balancing rights in case of conflict between freedom of expression and personal rights. 

Part one discusses the status criterion, part two looks at the content and form criterion, 

and part three addresses other general relevant criteria in detail.

Final chapter focuses on these issues within Czech law. Part one deals with 

private law remedies for interference in protected rights, and does so in light of the most 

recent Czech judicial decisions in the area of compensation for other than proprietary 

loss. Part two contains relevant changes in the new civil code.



The thesis findings show that the examined issues are, despite their seeming 

private law character, significantly influenced by constitutional law and the practice of 

constitutional courts in both states. In order to properly understand this subject matter, it 

has to be considered in its complexity and it is not possible to overlook its constitutional 

aspect. Both states' legal regulations use basically the same standards for dealing with 

the conflict of the examined rights. This is partly due to the influence of the 

jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights, and partly due to the similar 

conception of these rights. At the same time, Czech law often finds inspiration in and 

profits from the extensive German jurisprudence. The difference between these legal 

orders can primarily be seen in their method of embodying personal rights. The strong 

case-law character of this area was pointed out as well.
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